BDSFA

Barking and Dagenham Schools’ Football
Association (Primary)
Minutes of AGM 9/10/19
1. Present – Dave Moore (Life Member), Chris Wilding (Life Member), Graeme
Farquhar (Life Member), Paul Squibb (Valence), Lisa Watkinson (Valence),
Martin Rose (Ripple), Donna Rose (William Bellamy), Wesley Charles (George
Carey), Daniel Kavanagh (St Teresa’s), Stefan Scott (Richard Alibon), Jay
Lancaster (St Joseph’s Barking), Aaron Hunwicks (Northbury).
2. Apologies – Maria Nizam (Richard Alibon), Daniel Webber (St Joseph’s
Dagenham), Peter Duggins (Life Member), Steve Ley (Roding), Luke Harrold
(Northbury), Anthony Bruce (Rose Lane), Steve Moran (Godwin)
3. Minutes of last meeting - were read and agreed.
4. Matters Arising –
(i) CW gave an update on the proposed redevelopment of Parsloes Park which
is set to see the creation of a new ‘hub’ as part of a £6 million investment from
the council, the Football Foundation and other relevant parties. There have
been several delays to the project whose opening was originally planned for
September 2019. Groundworks have yet to begin, although planning
permission has now been approved by the GLA. The Football Foundation have
now begun a process of construction tender;
(ii) Entry Fees: By changing the entry fee for BDSFA competitions from £5 each
to a £20 flat rate for all competitions, the process of collecting payment has
been streamlined, making it easier for schools to make payment. It has also
seen an increase in entries and, as a result, income.
(iii) Joe Appleyard donated £1000 to be used to support both boys’ and girls’
football in the borough. Half will be used to help fund the boys’ district team.
Half will be used to fund the Monteagle Shield, which did not previously have
a sponsor. The previous trophy is in a state of disrepair, being twenty years old
and much travelled. CW proposed buying a new one and renaming the
competition ‘The Appleyard Shield’. This was seconded by GF and had the
unanimous support of members. The Monteagle Shield was originally a six-aside competition played on Saturday mornings. It is now a 5-a-side knockout
competition played during midweek. The change in format (which has brought
a four-fold increase in participation) further supports a change in name. This will
take effect from September 2020.
5. Chairman’s Report - (See separate sheet after A.O.B.)
DM reiterated his thanks to those listed, especially the volunteers who had
come forward to assist with the boys’ district team.
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6. Secretary’s Report - (See separate sheet after A.O.B.)
CW drew members’ attention to the paragraphs relating to former players, with
GF adding Sean Adarkwah’s success at West Ham United to the list.
7. Treasurer’s Report - (See separate sheet after A.O.B.)
The overall balance has increased since last year with a greater surplus of funds
carried forward. DM reported that the surplus includes a significant donation
from Joe Appleyard (see Matters Arising) and regular income from the LBBD
Lottery scheme, as well as more efficient methods for collecting entry fees. CW
has also secured several grants and donations from supermarket schemes
which helped the girls’ district team almost ‘break even’ in the previous season.
Spending still needs to be cautious however as some of the funds are intended
to last for several seasons and no grants are available from ESFA or the county
schools’ FA. CW mentioned a list of trusts and schemes that could be a source
of revenue for schools and agreed to send details out with the AGM minutes.
8. Competitions 9-a-side competitions:
Barking & Dagenham Cup: Winners – Richard Alibon Primary
Barking & Dagenham Trophy: Winners – Parsloes Primary
Thirty-two schools entered last year’s competition with Robert Clack used as a
venue for the finals. There were very few problems and the competition ran
smoothly, apart from one school which was removed due to missed deadlines
and one which fielded an ineligible player.
Thank you to the Barking & Dagenham Post for their continuing sponsorship.
CW also expressed thanks to schools who allowed their pitches to be used. CW
is acting as competition secretary again, although school staff are
encouraged to get involved and take over.
Thirty-six schools have entered this year’s competition, meaning teams are
drawn onto nine groups of four, with the top two entering the knockout rounds
of the Barking & Dagenham Cup and the bottom two going into the Barking &
Dagenham Trophy. Sydney Russell are competing for the first time.
Only Y6 pupils may play in BDSFA 9-a-side competitions. Any school found to
have played a Y5 will be eliminated.
Small-sided competitionsEvans-Moore Cup: Winners – Valence Bonham Primary
Last year, the competition switched to Robert Clack, with four pitches used.
This led to a much quicker and more smoothly run event. GF has booked the
same venue for the 9th November. Schools were reminded that this is a 7-a-side
competition for Y5/6 only (best team). The winners represent the borough in
the Danone Trophy and the Community Cup. Northbury and George Carey
were nominated by the BDSFA committee to represent the borough in any
equivalent girls’ competitions. This was supported by members.
Evans-Moore Plate: Winners – Monteagle Primary
The Evans-Moore Plate has previously been a B-TEAM 7-a-side competition held
in the summer term. No boys’ district, academy or Evans-Moore Cup players
can feature. Remaining boys and girls from Y5 and Y6 are eligible.
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Members expressed concern that some schools do not enter the Evans-Moore
Cup and bring their ‘A’ team instead to the Plate. This is against the spirit of the
competition and a source of frustration for many. On the other hand, if a school
cannot attend the Evans-Moore Cup for any reason, the Plate provides an
opportunity for those who otherwise missed out on a chance to play.
Members agreed to address this by altering the format so that the Plate
becomes a ‘Fair Play Award’, presented to the team who best embody the
spirit of schools’ football on the day. Games will be played on a ‘friendly
festival’ basis with no overall winner. The changes begin from Summer 2020.
Monteagle Shield: Winners – Henry Green Primary
Since the change of format to a 5-a-side knockout tournament, the Monteagle
Shield has grown year-on-year. This season 25 entries have been received,
making it the biggest girls’ competition we have held. CW will act as
competition secretary.
AH queried why some teams play extra games and suggested seedings for
those who were successful last year. CW explained that the format of a
knockout competition depends upon numbers and that having twenty-five
teams leaves no other alternative. Members discussed the merits of seedings
but concluded that a fully random draw was the best way to proceed.
Ballerz Girls’ League: Winners – Henry Green Primary
CW will act as competition secretary. CW expressed thanks to AH and Ballerz
who will sponsor the league again. Twenty-two teams have entered (up from
sixteen last year) and the draw has been sent to schools.
WC suggested that schools competing in the girls’ league should be able to
play ‘home’ matches at their own school rather than travelling to GOALS. CW
explained that a neutral venue had previously been used as goal difference
could be affected by larger/smaller goals/pitches found at some schools. With
goal difference no longer part of the criteria for deciding places, members
were asked to consider the motion and did so at length.
Members agreed to keep the current format: however, if two schools agreed
to switch venues for a valid reason, league games could take place at a
‘home’ venue on occasion.
Ballerz Boys’ League: New Competition
Thanks to AH for introducing and sponsoring this new Y4/5 7-a-side competition.
Twenty-eight schools have entered, making it the second biggest tournament
in the borough already in terms of participation. AH will act as competition
secretary and information has already been sent to schools. Games can be
played at GOALS or at ‘home’ grounds. CW expressed concern over
congestion at GOALS and schools are reminded to copy him in so that an
overview can be maintained of who is playing and when.
BDSFA small-sided competitions are Y5/6 ONLY to comply with ESFA’s ‘two year’
rule. Should schools wish to play pupils in Y4 during friendly matches, no Y6
pupils should be playing. To clarify, Y3/4 can play Y3/4, Y4/5 can play Y4/5 and
Y5/6 can play Y5/6.
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9. Boys’ District Football
The boys’ district side was run by DM, with assistance from MR, GF and Peter
Maynard.
The squad was: David Nkrumah (Grafton); Chinaza Nwosu (Valence); John
Bartram-Richards (Dorothy Barley); Lewis Skam (St Joseph’s Dagenham); Sion
Nurse (James Cambell); Shay Scott, Vinny Tidd, Airidas Golambeckis, Frankie
Hills (all Richard Alibon); Toby Akinyimika (Roding); Brandon Jones (Marks
Gate); Louie Hart (Five Elms); Gabriel De Sa, Emilis Lenkevicius (Ripple); Mykai
Akinya, Elion Kadishani (Henry Green)
DM reported that the team struggled in most competitions, especially when
withdrawals of Academy players severely weakened the team. Despite the
poor results, the team completed an impressive amount of fixtures and
represented the borough at the Jersey Festival of Football.
Trials for this year’s squad were held in the week following the AGM and the
following pupils have been selected: Mohamed Njie (Gascoigne); Calvin
Edomi, Marcanthoy Kitoko, Teshaun Murisa (George Carey); Dennis Oppong
(Grafton); Tomas Jonyla (Manor); Ezra Aguekum (Monteagle); Jephtah Medine
(Northbury); Alfie East (Richard Alibon); Tomiya Akinyimika, Aksante Uwandjo
(Roding Cannington); Ikaye Ozoani (St Joseph’s Barking); Tolga Ibrahim, Luis
Ameny, Raluh Efobi, Micah Macarthy, Tochi Nwosu (Valence); Adrianno
Morrison (William Bellamy).
Thanks to WC, DM, GF, MR, LW and AH who have all offered to assist with the
running of the side.
The team has been entered in the Essex SFA Finch League, London SFA Crisp
Shield and the Essex 7-a-side tournament. In addition, they will play a number
of other representative matches. Home games will usually take place on
Saturdays at May & Baker: 10:30 a.m. kick off.
Thanks to teachers who have assisted in the selection of the district side by
putting players forward and relaying messages to pupils/parents.
10. Girls’ District Football
The girls’ district side was run for the twelfth season by CW, with support from PS
and Liane Prior.
The team was: Miquelleh Meade, Ellie Mai Morgan, Mei Wang (Henry Green);
Kayla Grain (Richard Alibon); Kirsten McNaughton, Elishah-Oliviae Mintah
Adarkwah (both George Carey); Jessie English (Roding); Kaltrina Ibrahimi
(William Ford); Violette Sharpe (Gascoigne); Lily-Mae Elsey (Northbury); Ruby
Abela (Dorothy Barley); Kezia Owusu-Abeiye (Valence).
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Barking & Dagenham enjoyed its most successful season ever, retaining the
London Girls’ League and Essex 7-a-side titles as well as winning the Southern
Counties Cup for the first time.
The London Girls’ League group stage saw a series of stuttering performances
but, after Easter, the team went from strength to strength, defeating St Albans
2-0 (despite having three of the starting team missing), Stevenage 2-1 (two of
the starting team missing), Croydon 7-0 (who had knocked us out of the SE Cup
earlier in the season) and Wokingham 3-1 (who were SE Cup winners).
The Essex 7-a-sides were won, despite only having seven players on the day
and with the captain, vice-captain and two other first-choice players missing.
The Southern Counties Cup saw early-season penalty shoot-out drama with Mei
Wang saving two spot-kicks to knock out Wokingham. The semi-final was a
tense affair, but two first half goals overcame neighbours Thurrock. And Barking
& Dagenham made up for a New Year friendly defeat to Gloucester by
overcoming the same opponents 3-0 in the final at Oxford City’s stadium.
The team exited the SE 9-a-side finals at the group stage, in a tournament held
at Dartford FC but enjoyed success at the Woking Festival, including our first
ever international fixture against Swansea.
Henry Green’s Ellie-Mai Morgan racked up 52 appearances across two
campaigns to head the appearance list and was awarded a special medal
alongside Godwin’s Emily Brown who played 51 times between 2016-18.
Trials for this year’s squad have taken place. The team is: Arlinda Santo,
Yasmine Moore (Henry Green); Tiana Dowuona-Hammond (George Carey);
Violette Sharpe (Gascoigne); Lily-Mae Elsey, Leighana Moore (Northbury); Ruby
Abela (Dorothy Barley); Alissa Dhillon (Valence); Connie McChrystal, Gracie
Jones (Grafton); Eva Young, Rihanna Zaman (Hunters Hall).
The team has been entered into the London Girls’ League and will also play in
the Woking Festival, Essex 7-a-sides, South East Cup, Southern Counties Cup
and the Dave Agass Shield.
CW will be organising the county girls’ competition and the London Girls’
League once again. CW has also met with Phil Harding (ESFA Council Member)
and regional RTC manager Sharon Brownlie to discuss the future of girls’ district
football in the South East as well as meeting Baroness Sue Cambell to discuss
the FA’s national strategy.
11. Election of New Committee
•
•
•

Chairman – Dave Moore (nominated by CW, seconded by DR)
Secretary – Chris Wilding (nominated by GF, seconded by DM)
Treasurer – Dave Moore (nominated by CW, seconded by SS)
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12. A.O.B.
Adults Other Than Teachers/Referees –
BDSFA advises that it is good practice for a qualified teacher to be present at
all times at matches and reserves the right to prevent individuals from taking
responsibility for teams in competition if the committee deem them
inappropriate and/or unfit to do so.
English Schools FA advise that if the Headteacher of a school has allowed an
individual to take charge of a team, the Headteacher remains in overall
control and takes responsibility
Website – Please use it: www.bdsfa.bdcs.org.uk. BDSFA also has a presence on
Twitter. Members are encouraged to follow us @bdsfa1.
Match Reports – The Barking and Dagenham Post continue to sponsor schools’
football and match reports should be emailed to Lee Power, FAO Barking &
Dagenham Post Sports Desk to dagenhampost.sport@archant.co.uk. They can
also be posted on the BDSFA website. Send them via email to Chris Wilding.
LBBD Lottery – Please promote and support BDSFA’s Barking & Dagenham
Lottery page. It costs £1 per ticket and if players select BDSFA as a good cause,
we get 50p, with 10p going into the community pot for distribution amongst all
the good causes who have signed up. This will become a vital source of funding
in the years ahead. https://www.lotterybd.co.uk/support/barking-anddagenham-schools-football-association
Use of Goals Centre – Available free for schools until 5 p.m. upon application.
Only borough schools may play there. Bookings must be made by the school
office. Schools are reminded that this facility is kindly given without charge and
parents/pupils/staff should respect the premises accordingly. Correct
supervision is necessary at all times.
Use of other schools – We are very fortunate in Barking & Dagenham as schools
with pitches generally recognise the need to help other schools get fixtures
played on their premises. Please remember that you are guests and to ensure
players/parents/staff behave appropriately. Members are reminded that
Codes of Conduct can be downloaded from the BDSFA website for
adaptation and distribution.
Health & Safety – Teachers in charge of football, as part of their ongoing Risk
Assessment, need to maintain vigilance with regard to suitable footwear. There
is no direct instruction regarding studs or blades although steel studs are not
advisable. Studs/blades are preferable on grass, particularly in slippy
conditions. However, if the ground is hard, trainers or astro-boots/moulds, may
be more suitable. A common sense approach is encouraged. It is the
teacher/referee’s responsibility to check footwear is appropriate. Shin guards
however are necessary in all structured or organised matches/training. If an
injury takes place, particularly if caused by studded boots, and a pupil is not
wearing shin guards, teachers may find themselves open to legal proceedings.
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Transport – Teachers are reminded that anyone assisting in school-arranged
transportation of pupils to matches should be CRB checked. In addition,
schools should obtain copies of a valid driving license, car tax, MOT and fully
comprehensive insurance for business use for any ‘volunteers’. An alternative
to this is to adopt a “meet me there” policy with teachers playing no role in
assisting with arrangements. The onus is then with the parents to arrange
transport. Pupils under 135cm require booster seats (see separate attachment
for OEAP guidance).
Journeys further than seven miles require completion of an EVA1 form from the
borough. These can be obtained from Nicola Young at LBBD. Fords have a
minibus available for community use (0208 5262460) if required.
Welfare – The Child Welfare Officer for BDSFA is Dave Moore.
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Barking and Dagenham Schools’ Football
Association (Primary)
Chairman’s Report for the BDSFA AGM (9th October 2019)
Another year has gone by and once again it has been a pleasure and
privilege to be chairman of B.D.S.F.A. Thank you to all who help to
provide opportunities for the boys and girls in the borough. As always
thank you for your support.
Thanks are extended to all head teachers and staff who support
B.D.S.F.A. in whatever way they can. So many people have shown
commitment and enthusiasm so that pupils of all abilities can play
football and develop their skills.
I must thank Chris Wilding for continuing to deal with the enormous
workload he has in his role as B.D.S.F.A. secretary. He has also worked
hard as competition secretary. In addition, he continues to be
instrumental in the development of girls’ football in the borough and
beyond. Chris does a great job in updating the B.D.S.F.A. website as well
as sharing news and events on twitter.
Graeme Farquhar returned to the borough after a short spell in Hackney.
He has helped with the organisation of competitions and has continued
to give great support to all football activities in the borough.
We are grateful for the support of some individuals who have assisted us
so well in running the two district teams. Paul Squibb and Lianne Prior
have again helped Chris with the girls’ team. Martin Rose, Peter Maynard
and Graeme Farquhar have helped myself when possible with the boys’
team.
B.D.S.F.A. has also received support from Pete Duggins (life member)
Harry Evangeli (referee) and Pete Coppin (auditor.)
Fundraising and sponsorship are necessary for the association to meet
soaring costs, but I am happy to report that we are keeping our heads
above water! Our website shows a list of ‘supporters’ who have helped
us financially. We are grateful to all of these and indeed to other
individuals who have provided financial support or help in some way.
The number of schools that participated in competitions this year is very
pleasing. The teams that were ‘successful’ in all competitions deserve
congratulations of course. More than 30 schools entered the Barking and
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Dagenham Cup/Trophy and approximately half the schools in the
borough entered the ‘Ballerz’ League for girls and/or the Monteagle
Shield. More than 250 players took part in the Evans-Moore Cup and
Plate competitions. These competitions proved to be the most closely
contested and exciting for more than twenty years. It was a brilliant
advert for schools’ football and many remarked on the fantastic
atmosphere of sportsmanship and fair play that was clear for all to see.
The girls in the district team have been brilliant ambassadors for our
schools. Barking and Dagenham started a girls’ district team in 2008 and
since then the borough team has gone from strength to strength. This
year’s team had phenomenal success, winning the London Girls’
League, Essex County honours and the Southern Counties Cup. This is an
amazing achievement. Well done to the girls and the staff involved.
The district boys’ team had a busy year representing the borough in a
variety of competitions. The team also competed in the E.S.F.A. festival
in Jersey. Thank you to head teachers who made a donation towards
the trip. Having taken a team to Jersey for twenty-two consecutive
years, I am pleased to say that the trip was again the highlight of the
year for the boys involved. The team represented the borough well and
no doubt each boy gained enormously from the experience.
We are delighted to say our request for assistance with the boys’ district
team has resulted in some offers of help. This means we will be able to
keep this representative team running! We will always welcome further
offers of help to assist in the association’s activities, competition
organisation or fundraising.
Child Welfare and Safeguarding remain a focus for all and the B.D.S.F.A.
will always promote good practice. It’s easy to get caught up in the
‘heat of a game’ but we must all remember to be professional and to
show respect to all involved.
The good reputation of Barking and Dagenham schools’ football is
evident. I believe this is the result of a shared philosophy amongst
colleagues. The ethos we all promote is of fundamental importance, not
only in the world of schools’ football, but in a wider sense, whether it be
a sporting event or life in general!
Have a great year!
Dave Moore
(Chairman: Barking & Dagenham Primary Schools’ Football Association)
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Barking and Dagenham Schools’ Football
Association (Primary)
Secretary’s report for AGM 9th October 2019
Once again, what a brilliant year it has been for Barking &
Dagenham schools’ football!
An impressive thirty-two schools entered the Barking & Dagenham Cup/Trophy
and sixteen entered the Netbusterz Girls’ League. The Monteagle Shield for Girls
smashed its record for entries and the Evans-Moore competitions continued to
be well attended.
This year sees the introduction of the Ballerz Boys’ League which is set to
become another well-contested tournament. Thanks go to Aaron Hunwicks for
setting up and agreeing to run the new league; at last year’s AGM, I asked for
members to come forward and run borough competitions as the subject of
volunteers in leadership roles continues to be a concern.
In fact, at one point, there was a real danger that BDSFA would not be fielding
a boys’ district side for the first time in recent memory. This would have been a
great disappointment for all who have worked so hard to build the reputation
and success of the borough team in the past.
Huge thanks must therefore go to Wesley Charles, Graeme Farquhar and a
number of individuals from various schools who have volunteered to ensure the
team’s future. Our heartfelt appreciation also goes to Dave Moore for his work
and commitment during the past twenty plus years of continual service to
district football (and more before that!). Hundreds of pupils have had the
honour of playing for Barking & Dagenham as a result of the time and effort he
has given.
BDSFA continues to receive no funding from The FA, English Schools’ FA or
through county FAs. Despite this, Dave and myself have been able to raise
sufficient funds to ensure the association can continue to deliver a high-quality
offer to the pupils of Barking & Dagenham schools. This remains an ever-present
challenge. We are therefore extremely grateful to our competition sponsors:
thank you to Joe Appleyard, Dave Moore, the Barking & Dagenham Post and
Aaron Hunwicks/Ballerz for their assistance.
Our boys’ district team completed a full programme of fixtures despite a high
number of withdrawals from the squad originally selected. The impact of
academy football took its toll on the side once more as professional clubs
continued to ignore FA regulations, encouraging pupils to shun schools’
football. This is extremely frustrating and something The FA needs to address as
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a matter of urgency. Their absence did provide an opportunity for others
however, with the team competing thirty-two games in all, including the
annual trip to the Jersey Festival.
The girls’ district team completed the same number of fixtures to cap off their
most successful season to date. We are the first borough to retain the Essex 7a-side and London Girls’ League titles as well as making up for last year’s final
defeat by lifting the Southern Counties Cup. A 3-0 win over Gloucester at
Oxford City rounded off a memorable day. I was very grateful for the assistance
of Paul Squibb and Liane Prior once again – as well as Gary Ferguson who
helped out at short notice for the trip to Woking. Thanks must also go to Valence
Primary for the very valuable loan of their minibus!
A number of former district players joined professional clubs at the start of the
new season. Alfie Allen became a first-year scholar at Milwall with Brooklyn
Kabongolo joining Ipswich Town; Kevin Berkoe left Wolves to sign for Oxford
United and Jamal Balogun signed professional forms for Watford. Max Watters
(Doncaster Rovers) and Idris Kanu (Peterborough United) returned to their
parent clubs after spells on loan. Established pros Darren Pratley (Charlton
Athletic) and Benik Afobe (Bristol City) continue to ply their trade in the
Championship whilst there was success for John Terry as coach at promoted
Aston Villa. Sorba Thomas (Borehamwood) has also made a great start to the
season in the National League.
Andreya Ezekiel-Meade and Connie Waring spent the season with Tottenham
Hotspur reserves and Beau Parker continues to wait for a first team opportunity
at Crystal Palace. Klesha Darroux and Olivia Smith will spend the campaign
playing for their respective Florida University teams with the latter featuring
several times for England U19s last season, including a number of caps in the
European Championship qualifiers and finals.
BDSFA competitions for this season will be:
• Barking and Dagenham Post Cup & Trophy (9-a-side, all schools);
• Evans-Moore Cup (7-a-side, all schools);
• Evans-Moore Plate (7-a-side, B team players only, no Academy,
District or players who took part in the Evans-Moore Cup);
• Monteagle Shield (5-a-side, all schools, girls only);
• Ballerz Girls’ League (7-a-side, all schools, girls only);
• Ballerz Boys’ League (7-a-side, all schools, Y5 boys only);
BDSFA is affiliated to London SFA, Essex SFA and English SFA. Individual schools
are welcome to participate in county competitions, including The Parish Cup
(9-a-side) and The Jim Smith Memorial Trophy (7-a-side) and the Essex Girls’ 7a-side Cup. BDSFA will nominate schools to represent the borough in the
Danone Cup, Community Cup and London Youth Games.
Chris Wilding
BDSFA Secretary
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Barking and Dagenham Schools’ Football
Association (Primary)
Overall Balance Sheet for 2018-19
Non-District (Borough)
CREDIT = £3039.84

Expenses £617.16

Income £3657

District
DEFECIT = £570.21

Expenses £4254.21

Income £3684

SO overall credit = £2469.63

Total brought forward from last year = £1958.91
£1958.91 (B/F) - £2469.63 (Credit this year) = £4428.54 Overall Credit
As at Aug 31st 2019 actual amount in bank = £4428.54
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------£4428.54 to be carried forward to season 2019-20

D Moore
BDSFA Treasurer
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